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Markov Decision Processes

What kind of additional structure is reasonable 
to assume in MDPs ?

From wikipedia



A realistic additional assumption 

𝑆

𝑂

Emission mapping

Goal: Generalization to new observations where the underlying MDP is the same
Solution: Ignore irrelevant information





State Abstractions and Bisimulation
State abstractions have been studied as a way to distinguish relevant from 
irrelevant information in order to create a more compact representation for 
easier decision making and planning. 



Bisimulation Metrics

State abstraction only groups equivalent states. What about a metric 
for state similarity?



On-Policy Bisimulation Metrics

Let’s modify the previous definition to get rid of the max over actions:



Another issue…

Computing the empirical Wasserstein of a generative model is difficult.

However, there are closed form solutions for Gaussian  distributions: 

W2(N (µi,⌃i), N (µj ,⌃j))
2 = ||µi � µj ||22 + ||⌃1/2

i �⌃1/2
j ||2F
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Frobenius norm



Learn a representation where L1 distance between any two states is a 
measure of their bisimilarity:

The representation learning objective



Deep Bisimulation for Control (DBC)



Distractions:
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t-SNE of Bisimulation codes t-SNE of VAE codes

Representation Learning with Bisimulation Metrics





Connections to Causal  Inference

Figure from Peters et al. (2016)



Generalization to new observations

Walker Walk



Generalization to new reward functions



Generalization to new reward functions

Walker stand Walker run

Frozen encoders trained on Walker walk.



CARLA highway with traffic

Representation Learning with Bisimulation Metrics



vehicle reward =highway progression (meters)
- collision penalty 
+ throttle
- brake

Representation Learning with Bisimulation Metrics



















DBC Agent POV during  episode

Mapping  of latent encodings in different settings



Conclusions
● Goal was to learn lossy representations that only capture relevant 

information.
● We do this by learning a representation where L1 distance is bisimilarity

between states.
● We show policy optimization on this representation improves 

generalization.
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